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FLIGHT IIWESTIfiATIONOl?BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL

BY SUCTION SLOTS ON AN NACA 35-215 L~-

DRAG AIRFOIL AT HIGH REYNOLDS IW.M3ERS.

By John A. Zalovclk, J. W. Wetrnore,

and Albert E. von Doenhoff .

sU!.!VARY .

An investigation of the effectiveness of suction
slots as a means of extending the laminar boundary layer
has bean made in flif>t at hi@ %~molds numbers on an
NACA 35-215 airfoil.

on+

The test panel, havin~ a chord of
~0 inches and an average span of ~0 inches, was mounted

e t win~ of a Dou:{las!3-l&airplane ~rovided for
the tests by th; Army Air--Corps. ‘.i’he-upper-SUrface of
the test panel was provided at first with nine spanwise
slots and later with el:ht additional S1OLS, all loc~ted
between 2CIand 60 percent of the chord.

Tests were made with normal operation of the uirpla~e
engi~,esover a range of service indicated airspeed from
Q1-lQti miles per hour, which save ~ r~n~e of’airplane
lift coefficient from 0.41 to 0.19 and ~ correapondinq

ran~e of Reynolds number from 21.7 x 10b to~O.~ x 105.—— —. ..------. ----.—.. —

The results of the investi:atlon have shown that with
nine slots spaced about 5 percent of the chord the laminar
boundary layer on the upper surface could be maintained,
by withdrawing air from the boundary layer, to or sli~htly
beyond )+5percent of the chord, or just about to the
minimum-pressure point, over a range of airplane lift
coefficient from 0.19 to about 0.35 wit~ the corres~ondiag

~ to 23 x lob-
range of Reynolds number from 30.8 x 10
Comparison with the results obtained from tests of the
unslotted airfoil indicated that laminar flow at 45 percent
of the chord represented an increase, attributable to the
effect of slots, of at least 5 percent of the chord at a
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coefficient of’0.21 and a Reynold% ntanberof#
x 1(I6 and at least la.? percent of the chord at a
coefficient of 0.2’/and a Reynolds number of

6Xlo. The corresponding reductions in the
external profile-drag coefficient of the wpper surface
appeared to be 0.00031.and 0.00065, respectively. These
effects were obtained with an expenditure of blower power
(blower efficiency ascnunedequal to propeller efficiency)
equivalent to a proftle-drag coefficient of 0.00008.

In the tests with the slot spacing reduced to about

2* percent of the chord, the maxtmum extent of the laminar

l~yar was not definitely determined; however, it was
apparently less f’orall test cmditiorm than with either
the 9-slot arrangement or no slots.

INTRODUCTION

The results of investigations associated with the
program of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
for the development of low-drag airfoils have indicated
that It mi@~t be possible, by me~ns of boundary-kyer
control, to extend the lanlnar boundary layer beyond the
point at which trmsition normally occurs on this type of
ajrfoil at high Reynolds numbers and thereby further to
reduce the profile drag.

Results of a fltgkt investtgatlon of suction slots
as a means of extending the laminar boundary la:rerare
presented herein. The tests were made with an
NACA 35-215 airfoil section built Into a test pmel and
mounted on the wing of a Douglas B-18 airplane. ‘TMc
test panel is hereinafter designated the NACA 35-215 test
panel. The tests covered an approximate ran:e of. .
Reynolds nuniberfrom 21 x 106 to 31 x 106. The inves-
tigation of boundary-layer control by means of suction
slots in the NACA two-dimmsiontil low-turbulence tunnel
Is briefly reviewed in the appendix.

The Douglas B-18 airplane was ldad8available for the
tests by the Army Air Corps. The flight tests of this
investigation were made early in 19)+1.
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SYMBOLS -~.------- ..-.-v

free-stream total pressures pounds per square foot

local static pressure, pounds per square foot

free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square
foot

[(pressure coefficient Ho - P)/qJ

airplane lift coefficient

chord of test panel

kinematic viscosity

density of undisturbed air

()

-,h~
airspeed, mph 1.467

Re~olds number (1.467vc/u)

tief’lectlonof curvature ga~e havin~ le:s spaced
4.percent of chord

distance along chord from leadinG edge

distance along surface from l~adlng edge

veloclty inside boundary layer at distance y above
gurface 9-A 3

velocity in boundary layer at 0.006 inch above
surface

velocity outside boundary layer

area of test panel, square feet
.

total pressure on intake side of blower, pounds
per square foot

volume rate of flow througm slot n, cublo feet
per second



total volrme

()
n=5

x%
n=l

rate of flow for first five slots

,.

volume coefficient of rate of air intake for slot n

()

‘%

sp@i~P

volume coefficient of total rate of air intake for

first -fiveslots

()

J

Splb-tiJi

reduction due to slots in external pro.fi.le-<ra~
coefficient of upper surface o.t’test panel

profile-drag coefficient equivalent to power
required to discharti-at free-strem total

chanfe in en@ne horsepower due to slots

propeller efficiency

blower efficiency

.“

Subscript:

n slot nlumber (slot 1 nearest leading edge)

APPARATuS

Airplane and Test ?an.el

‘-heDouglss %18 airpl~ne used fcr the tests (fis. 1)
was & twin-eng!ne midwiny monoplene with & win~ area of
958.6 square feet ~nd a dcslflnUYOSS weicht of
23,200 pO~ds. The airplane wes powered wit% l~wlcht

.

Cyclone R-1320-45 engines (81o hp at 21~0 rpm and ~700 ft)
fitted with three-blede propellers Mvin:. e.diameter of
11 feet, 6 inches. 4 blower r&ted et 10,000 cuhlc feet
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per minute and 3A inch of mercury and an 85-horsepower
Ford-engine were Installed In the “bombbay of the airplane
as part of the induction system for boundary-layer control.

A test panel having the NACA 35-215 airfoil section
(table I and fig. 2) was mounted on the left wing of the
airplane. The chord of the panel was 204 inches and the
span tapered f%om 120 inches at the leadlng edge to
60 inches at the tratling edge. The panel was con-
structed of laminated white pine in the form of a hollow
shell with walls about 2 Inches thick; the outside
profile was accurately shaped to a templet.

The panel was supported on the wing by rubber pads
running along the top and the bottom of the wing spars
and was restrained chordwlse and spanwise.by means of
steel straps. A number of wooden dowel pins extending
from the panel shell on the upper surface, through over-
size holes”in the wing, and into the shell on the lower
surface were used to insure maintenance of the correct
panel profile. This method of mounting the test panel
permitted the airplane wing to bend without deforming
the panel. me Panel Was SO located that the inboard
end of the leading etl.gewas about 1 foot outboard of the
propeller disk, the leading and trailing edps were
normal to the plane of symmetry of the airplane, and the
plane cf the chord lines coincided with the plane of the
chord lines of the wing. The panel was faired Into the
wing by means of fabric stretched taut over wooden frame-
work. The weight of the panel and fairing was
1394 pounds; satisfactory lateral balance for all condi-
tions of fll@ht was obtained by removing all fuel from
the left wing tanks and adding 350 pounds of ballast In “
the ri~ht wing tip. FigWe 1 shows the test panel
mounted on the airplane wing; the dimensions and location
of the panel are @ven in figure 2.

Suction Slots

After boundary-layer and profile-drag tests of the
plain panel were completed, boundary-layer suction slots
were fitted to the upper surface at variGus chordwlse
stations. Nine spanwise slots were at first “Installed
between x/c = 0.20 and x/c = 0.60; the slot spacings
were about 5 percent of the chord. (See table II.)
Eight additional slots were later installed, one betwee-n
each of the previously installed slots (figs. 3s 4(a)s
and 4(b)).
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The outlet orifices of the slots, which were 1
r

Inch

holes drilled shout ~ Inch apart in the wooden panel

(fl~. t!+.(c)~ opened i%to fabric ducts that had Venturi
tube outlets in a wooden manifold. A round metal duct
was used to connect the manifold with the blower in the
bom”obay and was equi~ped with a total-press~e tube
located at the center of the end next to the blower to
permit a measure of the total pressure ahead of the
blower relatlve to free-stream total pressure. The
grouping of the slots and ducts is shovm In figure ~(b).

The Venturi tubes were equipped with butterfly
valves, manually controlled from the cabin, to rugulate
the flow of air through indivld~al slots or ,groupsof’
two”or three slots. This flrran~ementused in conjunction
with a throttle control on the blower engine permittsd
control.cf the dtstrlbutlon af the rate of jntake among
the various -slotsas well us control of the total.-lntake
rate. Static-pressure orifices locate”din eaoh of the
fabric ducts and in the Venturi tubes were used to
measure the flow of air through the slots. The static
pressure in the fabric ducts was essentially total
pressure inasmuch as the velocity In the fabric duct was
negliglhle In comparison with the velocity thro~h the
Ventwi tuh~s.

After Installation of the first nine slots, all
irregularities in the upper surface were renoved by
filling and/or sanding and several coats of lacquer-base
painb were applied; a final smooth finish was obtained
by carefully rubbing the surface parallel to the chord
with 1?0. 320 cmborundum paper. The resulting surface
condition is indicated In fi~ure S by a plot of the
surface-waviness index d/c, determined from measurements
with a curvbture rage of the type shown in fi~ure 6,
agaiast distance along the surfdce as a fraction of’the
chord s/c, Comparison of the surface of che slotted
panel with the surface of the unslotted panel having
minimum waviness (fig. 7) indicates a slight improvement.
It was found, however, that during the tests the metal
adapters Incorporating the slots were raised or lowered
relative to the surface, apptirentl~because of humidity
and temperature changes, with the res-~ltthat frequent
sandln~ and/or filling wer~ necessary.to remove the
resulting surface discontinu!.ties. %e surface condition
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of the panel havfng 17 slots was comparable with that of
..--the-pa.nelhaving 9 slots over the re@on containing the
slots; however, near the leading edge chordwise cracks
that could not be kept smooth and unbroken began to
appear. -

Boundary-Isyer Racks

The characteristics of the boundary layer were
determined by means of either five-tube or two-tube racks.
Each oi’the five-tube racks consisted of a static-pressure
tube and four total-pressure tubes arranged to measure
the static pressure just outside the boundary layer and
the total pressure close to the ~urf~ce and at valIious
distances above the surface within the boundary layer;
these rzcks were used to determine the velocity profile
of the boundary layer. m cases for which it was
desired to determine only the positton of tr.msition,
the two-tube racks, each consisting of a stutic-pressu.re
tube located just outside the boundary layer &nd a total-
pressure tube located C1OSO to tho surface, were used.
All pvessures were measursd bT metinsof’a 30-cell ?MCA
mllltiplerecordln~ manometer.

TESTS

Boundevy-layer
surface of the test
cated airspeed from

measurements were made on the upper
panel over a range of service indi-
~7 to 216 miles por hem, for which

the corresponding rang6 of airplane lift coefficient
6was 0.41 to 0.19 and of ?eynolds number was 21.7 x 10

6to 30.8 x 10 . ,411tests were m~de with the airplane
engines opereting at or near full throttle. The speeds
in excess of the top speed of the airplar-efor level
fllght were attained in shallow dives.

The tests covered vcriatlons in the distribution of
the rate of air inteke among the vorious slots and in the
total intake through all the slots. The int~ke di.stri-
butlon ~nerally was adjusted on the nound M means of
the butterfly v~lves in-the Venturi
one of three arbitrary conditions:
rate of intake from the foremost to
equal intake thro~h all the slots,
decreasing intake from the foremost

tfibesto &pproximate
uniformly Increasing
the rearmost slot,
or uniformly
to the rearmost slot.

. .
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During flight,control of the rate of flow through the
slots wes conf’lnedin mmt cases to the control obtained .
b~ varying the throttle setting of the blower engine.
%th this procedure, however, the slot-intake distri-
butions in flight, although very nearly the same for
highest intake rates as those obtained on the wound,
varied considerably with intake rate, owing to the
Influence of the varying external pressure over the panel
surface (fi~. 8). In G test St a @ven eirspeed and
slot-intale distribution, the air-intake rate viasadjusted
Initially to s hl~> or low v&lue. After steady condi-
tions were attained, meesure.mentswere nade. The elr-
intake rate was then successively ckanged (decreased or
Increased de~ending on vihethcrthe rate was initially
high or low) to a new value &nd such time cllowed to
becoms cteady before measurements were made.

Foundary-layer measurements with the 9-slot arrange-
ment were made with five-tube r~cks at the fol.lowlng
locations: x/c = 0.45 12 inches out~osrd of’the p~nel
center line; x/c = 0Ji95D On t~lecenter line; and~’~ =~D535s
12 inches inboard of the center line. F’orthe tests of
the panel with 17 slots, a rack was located slightly
behind etch group of slots having & common outlet duct.
The locations were as followc: two-tube rack at
x/c = 0.2~, 36 inches outboard of the center line; two-
tube rack at x/c = 0.33, 24 inches outboard; five-tube
rack at x/c = O.~1, 13 Inches cutboard; ~lve-tube rack
at x/c =

k
Om 95~ 3 Inches outboard; five-tuba rack St

x./c= 0.55, inches inboard; and l’ive-tuber~ck at
x/c = 0.59, 16 inches Inboard. (See fig. 3.)

The results of the fli.g~tinvestigation of bcundary-
layer ccntrol cn the Nfi.CA35-215 test penel with nine
suction slots are summarized in fiq~e 9. ‘he plots
include the chordwise distribution of’the coefficient of
the rate of air iiltake C&s the veriatton of boundary-
layer velocity close to th% surface ul/U with the
coefflci.entof total rate of intake th–ough the first
five slots CW boundary-layer velocity profiles, and
the variation with Cd of the profile-drag coefficient
equivalent to the powe-rrequired to discharge at fiee-
stream

-.

total press~e the air withdrawn frofithe boundary

I
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- -layer. cd “-o-,The-data for a given value of -.CQ–-at.a
‘%

given flight condition are correlated b use of the same
symbol. 7The arrows on the plot of U1 U against CQ
indicate the ~~$r in which the test points were obtained.
Inasmuch ae = 0.45 was the rearmost station at
which positive effects due to the slots were observed, f
only the boundary-layer characteristics at this station
and the flow through the five slots forward of this (
station are considered in figure 9.

It was found that the air-intako distributions for
the highest total-intake rates conformed fairly closely
to the nominal dietributione for which the controls were
set on the ground. For the lower intake rstes, however,
the distribution was considerably affected by the chord-
wise pressure variation over the panel surface; that is,
the lower external pressures at the rearward slots
(apgroachin~ tilernlnimum-pressurepoint) caused a reduc-
tion In the rate of f].owthrou~~ these slots relative to
the rcte thro-ii@the f’orwardslots.

The character of ths boundsry layer at x/c = 0.45
correspcmdl~~.gto the %-ariousslot-flow conditions Is
defined in figure 9 by the magnitude of the ratio ul/U,
where U1 was measlmed 0.006 inch from the surface
(values of tb.eortierof 0.2 indicate la.minarflow and
values of the order of 0.).)indicate turbulent flow), and
by the boundary-layer profiles. With a value of’ CQ
as low as 5.0 x 10-5, laminar flow was ~intained to at
least x/c = 0.45 over a range of airplane lift coef-
ficient from 0.19 to 0.35 and6a cormspon. lng range of

2Reynolds number from 30.8 x 10 to 23 x 10 . In order
to obtain these results, It was apparently necessary that
the coefficient of the intake rate should b6 at least

1.7 x 10-5 through slot .1and should thenoe decrease to
almost zero at slot 5 just forward of x/c = 0.45.
Further reduction fn the throttle setting to the point .
where the flow throu~ slot 5 reversed (Indicatedby
negative values of c,~ in fig. 9.)resulted .in,a.falfiy

abrupt transition to t’fi-bulentflow.

Incresstig the .total-3ntake._rateabove-the minimum J
value required to sustain laminar flow to x/c = 0.)+5
had no apparent beneficial.effecton the extent of the
laminar layer but appreciably reduced the thickness of

.
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the boundary layer, as indicated by the velocity profiles
of fl~ure 9. For the intake distributions which Gave
laminar flow at x/c = 0.45 - that is, with the intake
rate egproximately the same for all slots or decreasing
fro~,tkleforward to the rearward slots - there was a
.fairlTdefinite upper limit to the permissible intake
rate. lP~lenthe coefficient of’the rate of flow throu@

slot 1 exceeded @bout 3.5 x 10-5, transition to turbulent
flow occurred, apparently regardless of the fll@t con-
dition. With the intake rate increasin~ toward the
rearwerd slots, the boundary layer was fully turbulent
at x/c = 0.45 fcr all the fli~ht conditions tested.
The luminar boundary layer apparently never extended much
beyond x/c = 0.45 for any of the test conditions, as in
all cases the measuz-eLlentsat x/c = ().4.95revealed fully
developed turbulent flow. The position of transition
appeared to move forward with increosinC lift coefficient,
as is indicated at x~c = 0.45 by the fully laminar
boundary lcyer at llft coefficients of about 0.19 to 0.23
(fl~s. 9(a), 9(c), 9(d), and 7(e)), by the transitional
character of the bamc?.arylayer at lilt coefficients of
about 0.2~ to 0.35 (figs. ~(f) ~nd ~(g)) and by the
turbulent boundary layer at a lift coefficient of about
Oai@ (fig. ~(h)).

Tt is pointed out that, although the test-panel
surrace with the slots installed was initially smooth,
duriuc the course of the investi~ation the metal strips
contaflningthe slots were slnost continually being raised
or lowered from their flush position in thz panel surface,
apparently because of variations in tmzperature and hu-
mifiity,which caused sbrupt discontinuities of as much
,as 0.00!}Inch in depth. Inasmuch as these changes
occurred to some extent durinc practicall~ every flight,
it Is possible that the test results were somewhat

4affected thereby. @.omesuch effect is indicated in
fives ~(a) and 9(b), which ?resent the results for the
first and third runs, respectively, of one fli~ht.
Laminar flow was obtained at x/c = 0.45 during the
first run (fig. 9(a)); whereas thro-~Choutthe third run

(fiz. 9(b)), made under ostensibly the same conditions,
the flow was turbulent at the same stetion.

,

The results of teats of the panel without slots for
nearly the saiiesurface (f’i~.7) &ad engine operatin~
conditions as for the tests with slots showed that the
position of transition on the upper surface varied from
x/c& = 0.110 to x/c = 0.325 as the airplane lift
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coefficient varied from about 0.21 to 0.27. Over this
same range of,.lift,copf’$lcienttransition or laminar
flow was obtained at x/c’= 0.~5 by the-use of-suction
slots. The suction slots consequently appear to have

..,7.....

increased the extent of’the laminar boundar~ layer b~ at-

least 0.05c at CL = 0.21 and R = 29.5 x 10b6 and by at
least 0.125c at CL = 0.27 and R = 26.5 x 10 ; the gain
apparently increased as the lift coefftclent was increased.
That this gain Is not due to a difference in Reynolds
number between the two series of tests may be seen in
fi~e 10, in which the flight conditions for the present
tests are shcwn to be practically the seineas for the
tests of the panel without slots.

The net reduction In prcflle-dra~ coefficient
obtained with suction slots has been determined from the
measurer,entsof’boundary-layer characteristics and chord-
wise pressure distribution on the upper surfgce of’the
test panel with and without slots and from the measure-
ments of volume of air withdrawn fltoi,lthe boundary layer
and the measurements of total pressure ahead of the
blower referenced to free-stream total pressure. The
profile-drs~ coefficients of the upper surface of the
test p~nel with and without slots were computed by the
method of reference 1, which involves the use of the
measured chordwise pressure distribution, the measured
position of transition, and the meesured velocity pro-
files or the laminar boundhry layer at the position of
transition.

The results of the computations indicated reductions
In the external profile-drag coefficient of the upper
surface, due to the slots, of the order of 0.00031,
0.000]@, and 0.00065 at eir?lane lift coefficients of
about 0.21, 0.25, and 0.27, respectively. These reduc-
tions in external profile-~dragcoefficient were obtained
at a cost represented by the profile-drag coefficient

()Ho - ~b
cd =cJ—
% qo

which Is equivalent to the power required to discharge
at free-streem total pressure the sir withdrawn from the
laminar boundary layer. From f3.gure9 It may be seen
that the value of cd at which transition at

ob

. . . . --- - .. - . . . -. --
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x/c = 0.4 may be obtained is, in general, of the order
of 0.000J ‘; the net reductions in the profile-drag
coef’f!ci.entsof the upper surface &t airplane lift
coefficients of about 0.21, 0,25, and 0.27 are therefore
0.00025, 0.00054, and 0.00057, or 9, 12, and 19 percent,
respectively. me net reductions thus determined may
be obtained with a blower eff~ciency equal to the eir-
plane propeller efficiency, as may be s9en from the
followln~ considerations of change In en@ne horsepower:

where Acdo - cd is the net reduction in profile-drag
ob

coefficient as determined by the method described in the
preceding paragraph.

In the tests with the slot s.>aclngreduced to about
0.025C, the naximm extent of the lminar Zayer was not
de:initel~ determined; howevee, it was apparently less
for all test conditions than with sither the p-slot
arrangement or no slots. There is e possibility that
the results wath
affected to some
near the leadtn~
during the tests

the 17-slot arran~qment were adversely
extent by seversl small chordwise cracks
cd.% of the nanel which did not appear
of the ~-slot arran@nent.

CONCLVSICNS

of the fli~t investi.rationof suction
slots on the upper surface 6f the t?ACA-3j-215airfoil “
showed that, with a slot spacing of about 5 percent of
the chord, the Iaminar boundary layer could be maintained
to or slightly beyond 45 percent of the chord, or just
about to the .ininlmum-pressure;noint,over e range of air-
plane lift coefficient from.O.1~ to about 0.35 with a
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corresponding range of Remolds n-umberfrom 30.8 x 106

to -2-3‘X””106.” -Cornpar~~on-wi*h’the res”ul-tsobtained ‘.%om
tests of the unslotted alrfoll Indicated that laminar
flow at 45 percent of the chord represented an increase,
attributable to the effect of slots, of at least 5 percent
of the chord at a ll~t coefficient of 0.21 and a Reynolds

number of 29.5 x 106 and at least 12.5 percent of tine
chord at a llf’tcoefficient of 0.27 and a Re~olds nmber.
d 26.5 x lob. The corresponding reductions In the
external profile-drag coefficient of the upper suzzface
appeared to be 0.00c)31and 0.00Q65, respectively, These
effects were obtained Wth an exp~nditure of blowor power
(blower efficiency assumed equal to propeller efficiency)
equivalent to a profile-drag coefflcie.ntof 0.00008.

In the tests with the slct spacin~ reduced to about

2A percent of the chord, tlm m~xlm.w.extent of the laminar9
l~yer nae not definltel~ determimd; however, it was
apparently less for all test conditions than with either
the ~-slot arrang~ment or no slots.

—. . —.
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APPEHDIx

TdSTS CF SLOTS FOR COPTROL OF IJU:INARBOUNDARY LAYER

1??FACA T%iO-DI?,%NSIO:!ALLCYN-TUR!YJillJJCfiTUNIJtiL

In early tests in the YACA two-dl~nensional
low-turbulence tunnel (see reference 2) It was ob-
servsd that, at high qeynolds nunioers,the minimum drag
coefficient OP low-drar sections increased with Reynolds
number end that tb.isincrease was always connected with
a corresponding decrs~se in the extent of the laminar
boundary layer. There wero some indications that
transition tended to occur at a rixed vsl.ueof the
boundgry-layer Reynolds number.

In order to reduce the thic!mess of the laminsr
layer and thereby to decrease the boundery-l~yer Remolds
num”)erand to increase the extent of the lcwutnarre@on,
a wind-tunnel investf.mtion wes n~de of the effect of
suctton slots on the lmlnw’ layer ~nd of tk~ poss~bility
of delayinC transition ‘@Tthe nse of’such slots. Tests
were rum to determine sultsble slot shspes and dimensions
and to determine whether tha exteiltof the lamner re@on
could be Increased.

.~leinve~t~.:~tion was c~~~rf~~ ol~t in the ~:A~~ two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. This tunnel hes a

s~ctf.~~1 ~ feet w!de and # feet hi@l and Ss desi~med tc

ftest noclelsin two-illmensOilalflow. At th~ the these
tests were made (1~39) the turwlence level of the tunnel,
althOuFh extremely low, was hiqlhenough to cause premature
transition when compared with results of’fli@t tests.
The turbulence level of the tunnel has since been consid-
erably reduced.

!Wvergl types of slot w:re tested to find one that
shored satisfactory c%-aracteristlcsover a fairly wide
ranSe o.roperating conditions. “Ti~ure11 shows the
slots irvestiptedo ‘he o~er.ztior~of the slots was
checkg,dby boundpry-larer surveys end drag measurements.

Slot A was tested with vslues of the heiCht ~h
varyinq from 1/16 to 1/64 inch. Althou~h lar,inarflow
could be maintained with this type of slot, the flow rate
and power required were lsr~e. Irta:klition,control was
uncertein at hi@ tunnel speeds.
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Slot B was tested with the diameter d of the holes
varytig”-from0.025 to.0.04~ inch. .“.Theholes,.in.-thetwo
rows were sta~~red and spaced 1/8 inch. A layer of
60-mesh screening riverthe slot was also tried. In s1l .
oases either transition occurred immediately at the slot
or control was extremely critical to flow rate and
airspeed.

The most successful type tested was slot C. The
width w was varied from 1/16 to 1/64 Inch, and the
radii rl and r2 were varied from zero to a length
equ.:1to the width of the slot. The tests showed that
slots wider than 1/32 Inch were apparently too large a
fraction of the boundary-layer thickness because the
laminar flow broke down at the slot for flow rates out-
sid6 a fairly narrow range. slots of ~inch width or

32
less showed satisfactory operatinc characteristics over
a wide range Of flow rate. The pressure Top through
the slot was considerably greater for the

r
inch width

than for the ~lnch width: Variations in the radii rl
32

and r
2

showed little effect. T.twas felt, however,

that more stable oneration would result if rl were zero
and r2 were approximately equal to the w!dth of’the

=Oandr2=*slot.
‘he ‘l-ot$2

Inch wide havin~ ‘1
inch was therefore chosen for flmther investigation.

Tests were made in the YACA two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel with a series of slots having
w = r2 = l/32 Inch and rl = O in a favorable pressure
gradient and in an adverse @?adient to determine whether
the region of laminar flow could be extended. For the
favorable gredient, it was fo-md that lafiinarPlow could
be maintained over a length corresponding to a Reynolds
ntier hi.gl~erthan 10 x 106 with a series of six slots
whereas transition occurred on the same model at a
length6corresponding to a Reynolds number of approxiutely “

5X1O without the slots. There were Indications-that
the extent of the lsminar region was llmlted a the point
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 10 x 10t because
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of the spread of turbulence from the walls of the tunnel
and not because of any disturbance due to the slots.
Invsstlfation in an adverse pressure gradient showed that
lamlnar separation could be delayed by the use of slots.

?!-eceusethe speed of’the B-18 airplane Is a~proxi-
mately twice the speed at which the wind-tunnel investi-
gation was carried out, the bountiary-layerthlc;~ess for
the same boundary-layer ??e.ynoldsnumber is only one-half
as lar~e as that observed in the tunnel. The dimensions .
used ~n the flight Investigation were consequently one-
half those tested in the TACA two-di:lensioml low-.
turbulence tunnel; that is, w was l\&!I.inch and ra
and rg were zer~. L

1.

2.

Squire, H. B., and Young, A. D.? The Calculation of
the Profile Drag of Aerofoils. n. & !!.No. 1s38,
~ttish A.RmC., l~j~.

Jacobs, Eastman N.: Preli-ilinaryReport on laminar-
Flow Airfoils and Hew Hethods Adopted for Airfoil
and Boundary-Layer Investigations. NJCA A.C.R.,
June 1939.
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ORDIWATTS OF ?ACA 35-215 AIRF@~L
[All values in percent of chordj .

Upper surface

x
——. —. 1

2’
?3:-

.077

.150

.029

.009

.000

—

Y

o

——. — ——-

.,.

Lower surface \

x

o

k1. 15
;“29

J
T: 722

10.223
15.212
20.191
25.162
50.127
35.087
)+0.04.2
49. ~23
-:. [+ ;
2 62,.

t

I
I

I

I

I

Y

-:.563
-2.101
-2.792
-3:~2
-z
~ IJz
X973
-5”375
-5.6bo
~;.;:;

7
- 1762
-+.703
-5.295
-1.217
-1.l!@

-.yd
- ● 3.)+8
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TABLE II

LOCATION OF SLOTS ON TJPPLRSURFACE
OF”~TACA35.215 T,.jSTpA.~~L.

9-SLOT ARRAITGW!LNT

! . .. ---—.- —— .1

i Slot location
slot I (percent chord)

~- “

-—— ——-— . —— . .—

.

.
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Figure l.- The NACA 35-215 test panel mounted on wing of Douglas
E-18 airplane.
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Fig. 3

Figure 3.- The NACA 35-215 test panel with 17-slot arrangement.
Foundary-layer racks shown attached with tape surface.
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,ure 5.- Surface-~~aviness index Tor uyper surfe ce cf XMA 35-215 test panel equij~ped with 9 suction slots. G
Position of slots indicated ky vertical lii~es. p
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~iir-plap-~ lift coefficient

‘jj X/C = 0.45, slotted. panel, upper scrfa~e
II
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l?i~.ure 10. - Comparison-i of flight conditions for wnich transition
from laminar to turbulent flow was obtaiiled at several

ch-ordwise positions on the 3U-CJ- 35-215 test panel wliho-dt slots
vith those =i or v:hich laminar flow was obtai~ned at 45 percent CkLOISd
on the panel with slots.
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Direction of flow —+-

slot c

Yi&ure 11. - ITypes of slot for control of laminar bouildary layer, tested in iUCh two-dimensional ~

low-turbulence tumiel.
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